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ABSTRACT
During much of the twentieth century, corporations have viewed the world as a series of
walled markets. Whether it was national boundaries limiting access to a market or
political and economic systems imposing restrictions on foreign corporations it seemed
that generating business activities outside a corporation's home market was very difficult.
Now, however, it seems the walls are coming down both physically (Berlin) and politically
(North American Free Trade Act, European Economic Community).
New markets represent new opportunities for many corporations. The new markets,
however, are not easily penetrated without the proper strategy. Global strategies have
long been a well known concept among managers of Multinational corporations; the
actual definition of a global corporation, however, is not as well known. This thesis
presents a definition of a global firm by comparing its characteristics to those of
multinational, international and domestic firms.
The Level of Globalization Matrix is developed to provide a basis for organizing existing
literature on globalization and for characterizing the extent of globalization of a
corporation. The matrix views a firm's strategic emphasis, perspective and organizational
structure in determining the extent a firm is global.
This matrix is used to analyze the extent of globalization of two real estate firms that are
examined in Chapter III. Tishman Speyer Properties and Jones Lang Wootton are
analyzed using the matrix as a framework to determine the extent that each firm is global.
The thesis closes with a summary of the case studies' analyses and conclusions that are
derived from this thesis:
. There is a difference between global, multinational, international and domestic firms.
. Firms that are considered global are not always truly global.
. Real estate firms can be global firms
Thesis Supervisor: Dr. Gloria Schuck
Title: Lecturer, Department of Urban Studies and Planning
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CHAPTER I
Introduction
"The most significant property investment trend going into the 1990s is the way in which
markets around the world are becoming more international. Country borders have
diminished in importance."
Jones Lang Wootton
Real Estate Consultants
(1990)
Globalizations' Impact
During much of the twentieth century, corporations have viewed the world as a series of
walled markets. Whether it was national boundaries limiting access to a market or
political and economic systems imposing restrictions on foreign corporations it seemed
that generating business activities outside a corporation's home market was very difficult.
Now, however, it seems the walls are coming down both physically (Berlin) and politically
(North American Free Trade Act, European Economic Community).
The barriers to foreign markets are shrinking and corporations are thus having to adjust
current strategies in order to enter into these new markets successfully. Communication
technology, ease and speed of travel, new political relationships and changing
demographics have all led to the need for corporations to look at the markets and
themselves in a different light. (Kanter, 1991; Yip, 1988)
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"Organizational factors can support or undercut a business's attempt to globalize." (Yip,
1988, p. 5) Managers need to reflect on and possibly adjust corporate methods and
strategies to efficiently handle the operations of a Global firm. This is particularly
challenging because of the differences in cultures and economies that the firm needs to
adapt to in order to receive the benefits of being global (Ghoshal, 1987; Morrison, 1991)
This thesis will discuss numerous authors' views on how to manage a firm that is pursuing
a global objective. It then creates and uses a matrix to analyze the extent of globalization
of two real estate firms.
Globalization of Real Estate
"...the most important trend for American reality investors in the 1990s is the
flowering of globalism, just as financial asset investors diversified into foreign
equities and bonds, so too will the real estate investor." Salomon Brothers (Dolan,
1990, p. 376)
Many Multinational and Global firms have needs which often include the acquisition of
real estate. As businesses expand production and assembly operations into global markets
there is a need to acquire properties to locate these new businesses. Global real estate
services are needed to fulfill this demand created by the global business.
Real estate services are also needed to fulfill the pent-up demand in developing countries.
"Potential demand is out there," says Sharon Reier, a Financial World writer, for example,
"if Russia enacts good economic policies and the country really grows, it will take them 30
years to build enough supply [of housing]" (Financial World, 1992).
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One time local property markets are now subject to international influence. Valuations,
construction techniques and regulations are only a few of the many variations that occur
between different property markets. Due to these differences there is an emerging trend to
create global strategies for property development, management and investment. Jones
Lang Wootton states that "by the end of the 1990s it is likely that most major investment
portfolios will be characterized by some degree of geographic and market diversification"
(JLW, 1990, p. 2).
Little has been written regarding the process that real estate firms experience while
entering foreign markets. There are many articles available for review about various
projects that US developers, service providers or investors are active in. There is not,
however, much written on the "globalization" process of the real estate industry and how
to prepare a real estate firm to enter into this process.
This thesis could help real estate professionals who are struggling with taking their
corporation global by analyzing their current position in the global market place and by
determining where their competition is. The intent of this thesis is to determine a
definition of a Global firm and to determine if it is applicable to the real estate industry.
The following chapters help define globalization and apply it by case examples to the real
estate industry.
Thesis Structure
This study includes: a description of a Global firm, case studies specific to the real estate
industry and an analysis of the case studies. Chapter II provides an understanding of
globalization with respect to a firm's strategic emphasis, global perspective and
organizational structure. It begins with a general overview of these three characteristics of
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a firm as described by various authors. Chapter II goes on to describe four levels that a
firm could fall within (Domestic, International, Multinational and Global) by explaining the
characteristics of each level. The analysis tool created in Chapter II is the Level of
Globalization Matrix. This tool is used to analyze the real estate firms that are presented
in Chapter III.
Chapter III is composed of two case studies that are specific to the real estate industry.
The first case study is a description of Tishman Speyer Properties, a well respected real
estate developer based in New York City with numerous other offices both in the US and
overseas. The second case study is a description of Jones Lang Wootton, a multifaceted
real estate consulting firm with offices through out the world. Included with the
descriptions of the firms is the analysis of the firm. The analysis determines where the firm
is situated on the globalization matrix.
Chapter IV summarizes and concludes the thesis. It discusses conclusions developed by
this thesis and poses questions which could lead to further research.
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CHAPTER II
Literature Review
THINK GLOBALLY - ACT LOCALLY
bumper sticker
1979 Subaru Wagon
Creating the "Level of Globalization Matrix"
This chapter provides a review of various definitions of globalization as described in
numerous published articles. It also develops a matrix to analyze the level of globalization
of a firm. This will provide a basis for analysis to determine how "global" the case study
firms are that are described in chapter III.
"Globalization" is a business buzz word of the nineties. It is difficult to precisely define
globalization for a variety of reasons; one reason is that it is rapidly occurring at many
different levels of society. Many types of businesses are exporting products and services
to new markets around the world (Barnum & Wolniansky, 1989). Eastern Europe is
seeing an influx of western high technology firms working with local partners updating
antiquated phone and electrical networks. The Peoples Republic of China is currently
seeking western investors to invest in China to help stimulate economic growth.
The level to which firms are globalizing is difficult to measure. Many individuals have
written articles discussing globalization. Michael Porter (1986), Robert Reich (1991) and
Sumatra Ghoshal (1987) are a few of the noted authors referenced in this thesis who write
about global strategies and companies. The articles vary, yet there are underlying
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characteristics which prevail in all descriptions of a global firm. These common
characteristics will be used to formulate a matrix for analyzing a "global" real estate firm.
Matrix Framework
Webster (1985) defines globalization as the act of globalizing, or to make worldwide in
scope or application. The following sections of this chapter will define globalization by
referring to articles by authors from the fields of management and economics. For the
purposes of this thesis the process of globalization was divided into four levels: Domestic,
International, Multinational and Global. Each level will have three distinctions of a firm
that will be used when defining the extent of globalization of the firm: its strategic
emphasis, the perspective or viewpoint of the top management and the organizational
structure of the firm. (See Figure One - Level of Globalization Matrix). The process and
levels of globalization are discussed in the following sections.
Strategic Emphasis
Understanding a firm's strategy is an appropriate method to define a global industry
(Ghoshal, 1987). This thesis studies three specific characteristics of a firm's strategic
emphasis; its competitive advantage, its level of diversification and its financial outlook.
Competitive Advantage
The competitive advantage is that unique distinction of a firm which makes the firm
successful. Differences in culture, knowledge, financial structure, history and reputation
all could contribute to the competitive success of a firm (Porter, 1986).
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Figure One: LEVEL OF GLOBALIZATION MATRIX: Framework Defined
_ DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL MULTINATIONAL GLOBAL
Strategic Emphasis
Competitive Advantage
Diversification
Financial
Perspective
Attitudes /
Constraints
Market Focus
Structure
Mgmt experience
Decision Making
Diversification
Sushil Vachani (1991) of Boston University argued it is important to determine the global
character of a firm by the geographic diversification of its activities. He points to
numerous studies (Rugman, 1976, 1979; Hirsch and Lev 1971; Miller and Pras, 1980) that
found a correlation between global diversification and profit stability of a firm.
Vachani distinguishes between two types of international geographic diversification,
related and unrelated. Related international diversification is a dispersion of business
activities across a homogeneous cluster of countries. For example, selling video cassettes
in Korea, Japan and China. Unrelated international geographic diversification is a
dispersion of business activities across heterogeneous countries, for example, selling video
cassettes in Italy, Australia, Korea and Canada. He uses these components to classify
multinational firms into four categories, Global Diversifiers, Focused International
Diversifiers, Diffused International Diversifiers and Non-Diversifiers (Vachani, 1991).
(See Appendix A, Classification of International Geographic Diversification Strategy for a
detailed explanation.)
Financial
McClenahen (1991) views the financial philosophy of a firm as one of the means to
determine a firm's level of globalization. This characteristic describes how a firm
determines the financial feasibility of an investment opportunity.
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Perspective
A successful global firm is one possessing the "right" attitudes and skills. These attitudes
and skills include: respect for others' beliefs, open mindedness, trust, flexibility,
adaptability, the ability to communicate across cultures, negotiating skills, leadership skills
and the ability to accept or resolve conflict effectively (Barnum & Wolniansky, 1989).
Barney (1986) argues that the organization's values and beliefs defines how an
organization conducts its business. The two components of a firm's perspective are: its
attitudes / constraints and the firm's market focus.
Attitudes / Constraints
This is the viewpoint management uses when determining the strategy of the firm. The
challenge that face firms in the globalization process is their ability to alter their
predisposition of making strategic decisions that are commonly guided by domestic
interests (Chakravarthy & Perlmutter, 1985). For example, a firm needs to overcome an
attitude that pursuing work in a foreign culture is impossible because they do not speak
the right language. As a firm expands into other markets it needs to adjust and adapt its
methods to the new market.
Market Focus
As a firm develops products, conducts research or buys supplies, it searches for wherever
it can do the best job or get the best deal. Mai (1989) views the extent to where a firm
focuses these activities as another measure of a firm's global extent.
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Structure
"The organizational structure of a firm will affect the ability of the firm to globalize" (Root
& Visudtibhan, 1992, p. 104). The need to configure and coordinate business activities is
essential to competing beyond the local market. This thesis uses two distinctions to
characterize the organizational structure of a firm: management experience and decision
making.
Management Experience
The extent of a firm's multi-cultural experience is seen by Robert Reich (1991), United
States Secretary of Labor, as an important aspect to determine the extent a firm is global.
In order to be competitive and prosper in the future a firm must be capable and
knowledgeable of foreign markets.
Decision Making
The administrative characteristics or decision making process associated with a firm can
be used to define the firm's capability in adapting to geographical and cultural differences
(Chakravarthy & Perlmutter, 1985, Roth, 1992). The need to think and strategize with
global considerations becomes more important as a firm increases its share of foreign
business (Porter, 1986, Roth, 1992).
These characteristics, strategic emphasis, perspective and structure, will be used to
determine the firm's level of globalization. The specific characteristics that represent each
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of the four types of firms (Domestic, International, Multinational and Global) are
described in the following pages.
DOMESTIC
[See Figure Two: Level of Globalization Matrix: Domestic]
Strategic Emphasis
Competitive Advantage
The strength of a domestic firm is its knowledge of and connection to the local markets.
There is no experience or strategy to expand outside its region. The knowledge of the
market is thorough so to allow a quick response to local opportunities (McClenahen,
1991).
Diversification
For the purposes of this thesis, there is no geographic diversification of business activities
in a domestic firm. All of the domestic firm's activities occur within one market or region.
In the eyes of Vachani (1991), a Domestic firm would be considered a Non-Diversifier
(see Appendix A, Classification of International Geographic Diversification Strategy).
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Figure Two: LEVEL OF GLOBALIZATION MATRIX: "Domestic" Defined
DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL MULTINATIONAL GLOBAL
Strategic Emphasis
Competitive Advantage local knowledge
Diversification Non-Diversifiers
short term
Financial cost focus
Perspective
Attitudes / culture and language
Constraints differences are barriers
Market Focus local
Structure
Mgmt experience local
Decision Making autocratic
Financial
Domestic firms tend to have a short term view on investment returns. The financial
perspective of domestic firms tend to be focused on costs and are margin-oriented
(McClenahen, 1991).
Perspective
Attitudes / Constraints
Many Domestic managers view culture and language differences as major barriers to
entering foreign markets (McClenahen, 1991).
Market Focus
The focus for activities of a Domestic firm is strictly the local market or region that the
home base is in. These firms have no presence or experience in any foreign markets
(McClehanen, 1991).
Structure
Management Experience
Experience outside of the region is insignificant if at all (McClehanen, 1991). There is no
business activity beyond the domestic market, hence there is no need or opportunity to
gain foreign experience.
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Decision Making
McClenahen (1991) states that domestic firms can be characterized by the tendency they
have to make decisions in an autocratic style. There is a top-down management style
where all the major decisions are made at the top. The decisions are focused on domestic
issues and do not include regional concerns.
International
[See Figure Three: Level of Globalization Matrix: International]
Strategic Emphasis
Competitive Advantage
The advantage an International firm has as compared to a Domestic firm is that it has
minor experience in foreign ventures in addition to its strong regional knowledge. It can
promote itself as having international experience but it is only "conversant, not fluent" in
international business (McClenahen, 1991).
Diversification
The international firm differs from a Domestic firm in that it has experienced some
business activity outside of the region. Vachani (1991) would consider this type of firm to
be Diffused International Diversifier due to its low related international geographic
diversification and its very low, if any, unrelated international geographic diversification.
(See Appendix A, Classification of International Geographic Diversification Strategy.)
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Figure Three: LEVEL OF GLOBALIZATION MATRIX: "International" Defined
DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL MULTINATIONAL GLOBAL
Strategic Emphasis
Competitive Advantage local knowledge regional knowledge w/
select foreign experience
Diversification Non-Diversifiers Diffused International
Diversifiers
Financial short term short term ROI
cost focus
Perspective
Attitudes / culture and language slow to modify business
Constraints _ differences are barriers strategy and methods
Market Focus local local region w/ select
foreign experience
Structure
Mgmt experience local local w/ select foreign
experience
Decision Making autocratic less hierarchical and
autocratic than Domestic
Financial
McClenahen (1991) describes an International firm as having a short term return of
investment, there is little commitment to maintaining any foreign investments. This is
similar to Domestic firm's view except for the added fact that International firms have the
opportunity to invest in foreign business.
Perspective
Attitudes / Constraints
Barriers to new markets are seen to be the ability of the firm to modify its business
strategy and methods to match the needs of the new market. The International firm tends
to identify the needs of the new market but is slow to adapt the change internally
(McClenahen, 1991).
Market Focus
The focus for activities and decision making of an International firm is generally based on
the home base market or region with the exception of select foreign opportunities
(McClehanen, 1991).
Structure
Management Experience
International firms have little presence in foreign markets (McClehanen, 1991). There is
no commitment to focus on penetrating foreign markets so there is little need for the
managers to have an abundance of foreign experience.
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Decision Making
As the firm expands market focus, it moves away from the hierarchical format towards a
less formal, more flexible, and decentralized management structure. For the purpose of
this thesis it is assumed that International firms are in the beginning of this transition.
Multinational
[See Figure Four: Level of Globalization Matrix: Multinational]
Strategic Emphasis
Competitive Advantage
A multinational strategy allows a local management team the ability to be responsive to
the local needs. The goal of a multinational strategy is to compete within each country
independently of other countries. Products and services are tailored to fit the need of the
country (Roth, 1992). For example, XYZ Cola has a strategy of allowing local
manufacturers autonomy in purchasing the ingredient and marketing the product. This
strategy is common in multinational firms because it creates a local focus through the
production and marketing of the cola.
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Figure Four: LEVEL OF GLOBALIZATION MATRIX: "Multinational" Defined
DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL MULTINATIONAL GLOBAL
Strategic Emphasis
Competitive Advantage local knowledge regional knowledge w/ localization of management
select foreign experience adapting corp. goals to local
market
Diversification Non-Diversifiers Diffused International Focused International
Diversifiers Diversifiers
Financial short term short term ROI long term ROI and penetration
cost focus of markets
Perspective
Attitudes / culture and language slow to modify business focus is on business units
Constraints differences are barriers strategy and methods
Market Focus local local region w/ select homogeneous cultures and
foreign experience economies
Structure
Mgmt experience local local w/ select foreign local managers
experience
Decision Making autocratic less hierarchical and pyramid structure with
autocratic than Domestic autonomous business units
Diversification
A Multinational firm is characterized by its strong investment in certain regions with little
investment in a variety of regions that would mix cultures and economies (Vachani, 1991).
In other words, a multinational firm is defined as a firm who has established a presence in
more than one country but is not established in a diversity of cultures or economies.
XYZ Company is a real estate company whose strategy is to focus its real estate
development activities in four countries, United Kingdom, United States, Australia and
Canada, specifically because of the similarity in their cultures. This strategy puts a
limitation on the global approach of the firm. Having limitations on locations of possible
ventures is a clear distinction from Reich's (1991) and Vachani's (1991) writings on global
opportunities and diversification.
In the words of Vachani (1991), XYZ Company is not Globally Diversified but Focused
International Diversifiers. XYZ Company has a high related international geographic
diversification due to its operations occurring in homogeneous cultures (i.e., Canada, UK,
US, and Australia). It has a low unrelated geographic diversification because there is little
if any business ventures outside these homogeneous countries. XYZ Company loses the
benefit of spreading its risks across mutually exclusive cultures and economies (see
Appendix A, Classification of International Geographic Diversification Strategy).
Financial
A multinational firm is described as a firm that has made a long term investment in a
number of regions. The goal of a multinational firm is to focus on certain markets and
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penetrate those markets in order to utilize the many opportunities there (McClenahen,
1991).
Perspective
Attitudes / Constraints
A multinational company operates in a number of countries and adjusts its products and
practices to each country's needs (Roth, 1992). It is unlikely that a multinational firm
would accept low profits from a business activity in one country. There is no "greater
good" view of an unprofitable business unit (Porter, 1986). This type of firm focuses on
individual business units in contrast to a global firm which views each business unit as an
essential part of the business system.
Market Focus
Multinational firms focus their manpower on a common set of cultures or economies.
This minimizes the unknown risks associated with entering into foreign business.
Structure
Management Experience
The structure of the management team is local managers under the command of regional
managers. This structure allows the firm to be knowledgeable and flexible in a number of
countries. The management team adapts corporate goals to local opportunities (Roth,
1992).
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Decision Making
Multinational firms characteristically are structured in a manner that allows some
autonomy of the business unit. This operational structure is necessary to support the need
for local responsiveness (Roth, 1992). The decision makers will have extensive
communication patterns across business units while having simpler patterns within the
business unit (Roth, 1992). The home nation is where the multinational firm's "strategic
and innovative" decisions are made (Hu, 1992). This implies a pyramid organizational
structure where autonomous business units have the power to make certain decisions
regarding the specific business unit and the headquarters makes the strategic and business
system decisions.
Global
[See Figure Five: Level of Globalization Matrix: Global]
Strategic Emphasis
Competitive Advantage
"A global strategy is defined as one in which a firm's competitive position in one national
market is significantly affected by its competitive position in other national markets. Such
interactions between a firm's position in different markets may arise from scale benefits or
from sharing of costs and resources across markets." (Ghoshal, 1987, pp. 3-4)
Global strategy takes advantage of capturing a global economies of scale through
integrating business activities and focusing on standard customer demands across all
markets (Roth, 1992; Porter, 1990). For example, McDonalds uses the same service
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Figure Five: LEVEL OF GLOBALIZATION MATRIX: "Global" Defined
.. DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL MULTINATIONAL GLOBAL
Strategic Emphasis
Competitive Advantage local knowledge regional knowledge w/ select localization of management global integration of product
foreign experience adapting corp. goals to local or service to benefit from
market standard market demands
Diversification Non-Diversifiers Diffused International Focused International Global Diversifiers
Diversifiers Diversifiers
Financial short term short term ROI long term ROI and strategically adjusted ROI
cost focus penetration of markets by product or service
Perspective
Attitudes / culture and language slow to modify business focus is on business units equidistant perspective of
Constraints differences are barriers strategy and methods business system
Market Focus local local region w/ select foreign homogeneous cultures and driven by maximizing
experience economies company performance
Structure
Mgmt experience local local w/ select foreign local managers country neutral - global
experience generalists
Decision Making autocratic less hierarchical and autocratic pyramid structure with decentralized and non-
than Domestic autonomous business units hierarchical
strategy in South Bend, Indiana as it does in Moscow. This strategy of serving the
customers is a standard local strategy carried from the US to Russia.
A global strategy also allows a company to integrate its international experiences to
specific needs of various markets. An example of this would be XYZ Development
Company using an international variety of methods in developing a Canadian project. The
process could include construction methods that were used in the UK with financing from
New York and local Canadian marketing experts to create the project in Canada. This
enables the firm to take advantage of a larger more diverse group of resources that other
local development firms do not have access to.
Diversification
A global Company operates with resolute consistency as if the entire world was a single
entity (Roth, 1992). Imperial Chemical Industries (ICI) is as close to being a true global
firm as any firm when viewing the world as one market. They have major business,
manufacturing and R&D operations in 25 countries including South Africa, Japan, New
Zealand, Canada, Chile and Scotland to name a few (Mai, 1989). ICI measures success
not by a region's performance but by product performance. This is a clear example of
viewing the world as one outlet for a firm's product or service (Roth, 1992; Porter, 1986;
Mai, 1989).
A true global firm would set no limits on the possible locations of ventures and would
utilize the experiences obtained from the variety of countries it does business in. Business
activities need to be occurring both in homogeneous (related) and heterogeneous
(unrelated) countries to be considered true Global Diversifiers (Vachani, 1991).
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Financial
A true global firm is capable of benefiting from its experience from one country by
adapting it to another country. Business ventures are sought wherever financially feasible.
A global firm may be willing to accept low profits indefinitely in one region if that regional
activity helps the overall business system. The return of investment is strategically set by
product not regions. Investment opportunities are not constrained to certain cultures,
economies or countries (Porter, 1986).
Perspective
Attitudes / Constraints
In global businesses the overall business system is more important than one business unit.
In competing with other firms, a global firm may view an unprofitable business unit as
viable because it benefits the firm in a manner that is not strictly financial (Porter, 1986).
Global firms need an "equidistant perspective". The same rules, decisions and effort go
out to all locations around the world. A CEO of a Japanese firm with foreign offices, who
went to a local Japanese employee's funeral stated that he would not think of going to a
Belgian employee's funeral. This is what Ohmae (1989) refers to as nearsightedness. The
top management does not apply an equidistant perspective in the organization and,
therefore, enhances a distinction among the different offices.
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Market Focus
The global company will have managers that seek opportunities anywhere in the world.
The intent of these global managers will be to "undertake activities anywhere around the
world that will maximize the performance of the company" (Reich, p. 78, 1991). The
global managers' views will not hold special claim to any nation or government.
The goal of a global firm is to penetrate a number of markets in order to gain experience
and exposure of standardized product or services. By operating in many markets a global
firm can begin to exploit similarities between markets and benefit from the economy of
scale (Porter, 1986).
Structure
Management Experience
Many writings have indicated that a cosmopolitan workforce is essential to a successful
global firm. The top management should have broad international experience to the extent
that the firm could be considered country neutral (Bartlett & Ghoshal, 1992). The firm
needs to be flexible and responsive to changing markets in order to maximize investments
(Prahalad & Doz, 1987, Hammerly, 1992). Global managers conduct their business as
"corporate citizens of the world." Their responsibility is to use the world as one market
and capitalize on its range of resources (Reich, 1991). Mazda, as an example, created its
Miata by designing it in California, financing it through New York and Tokyo, bulding the
electronic components in Japan, and assembling the car in Mexico and Michigan. This is
an example of successfully managing cross cultural ideas and resources.
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Worldwide communication technology allows the top management to be located in one
headquarters or in many offices around the globe. Knowledge of specific market needs
around the world and access to them are some of the key elements in describing a global
company.
Decision Making
The management of a global firm is non-hierarchical so to be flexible and responsive to
new and changing opportunities (McClenahen, 1991). Chakravarthy and Perlmutter
(1985) view the global firm as a network of organizations.
Robert B. Reich (1991) sees the 1950's version of a company town as a disappearing
notion. He goes so far as to say the multinational companies with their hierarchical
pattern of management are also becoming a relic. He sees the future company as working
within a "global web". It will be a borderless society where capitalism will have no
boundaries (Reich, 1991).
Globalization & Real Estate
Globalization in many industries has consequences for the real estate industry. As US
firms expand into Europe and Asia, real estate firms are beginning to follow. Jones Lang
Wootton has provided corporate real estate services in a number of countries for many
years and Tishman Speyer Properties has developed a 900,000 sf office building with
Citibank in Frankfurt, Germany. The fact that real estate firms are beginning to have a
worldwide opportunistic view is due to the need for real estate services by many other
expanding firms (i.e.; law, accounting and architecture) (Arthur Anderson, 1991).
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The globalization trend is relatively new to much of the real estate industry. Little has
been written about globalization and real estate. Chapter III of this thesis will present case
studies on two real estate firms and their level of globalization. The questions that were
asked of the firms' partners were chosen to reveal the firms' characteristics and to be able
to locate them within the Level of Globalization Matrix.
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CHAPTER III
Case Studies
"... it's axiomatic that the globalization of property is here to stay."
John Parry
Managing Director, Hammerson Group
(JLW, 1990, p. 8)
The previous chapter provided an interpretation of globalization as described in numerous
management and economic articles. The purpose of Chapter II was to create a tool to
analyze the extent of globalization of a firm. This was done by creating a matrix of
characteristics of a firm as described by the various authors. Chapter II used a domestic
firm as a basis for the matrix that described comparable characteristics for four levels of
firms: Domestic, International, Multinational and Global. This chapter describes case
studies that represent two real estate firms at different levels of globalization.
Methodology
The information used in this chapter was obtained from articles written on the companies,
company brochures and conversations with partners of each firm. Both firms were asked
similar questions for ease of comparison (see Appendix B, Company Questions). Specific
financial information and other privileged information is not provided.
The two firms described in this chapter are Tishman Speyer Properties (TSP) and Jones
Lang Wootton (JLW). Both firms focus on the real estate industry locally, nationally and
in other countries. They were chosen due to their quality reputation for real estate activity
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throughout the world and because they are touted as global in their brochures or in
published articles (JLW, 1990; Dolan, 1990).
The methodology of the case studies consisted of researching each firm to understand the
activity of the firm. Interviews with partners of the firms (one from Jones Lang Wootton,
two from Tishman Speyer) averaging 45 minutes each took place in the firms' offices with
two follow up telephone conversations. The information provided in this thesis has been
portrayed as accurately as possible, however, due to the limited number of interviewees
who provided input, some information could be limited.
This chapter is set up in a format similar to Chapter II. A description of the firm and its
activities is followed by an analysis of the firm's Strategic Emphasis, Perspective and
Organizational Structure. The matrix is provided as a tool to analyze each of the
companies' extent of globalization.
Tishman Speyer Properties
Tishman Speyer Properties (TSP) is "one of America's top development organizations"
(Dolan, p.72, 1990). Founded in 1978, TSP has grown from a local developer in New
York City to one of the few major players in the international real estate development
industry. In the last decade TSP has developed and acquired properties in excess of $5
billion. Typical partners of TSP ventures include Citibank, Fuji Bank, and Bayerische
Hypotheken - und Wechsel Bank. Company headquarters are located in New York City
with regional offices in Miami, Frankfurt, Chicago, San Francisco and "various other cities
around the US and Germany" (TSP brochure).
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TSP provides a full range of development services; acquisition, construction management,
leasing and property management. Examples of TSP's development activities include: a
900,000 sf, 70 story office building in Frankfurt Germany (the tallest building in Europe),
a 226 - unit condominium complex in Marin County California, and a 1.5 million sf
office/retail building in Chicago's Loop District.
Strategic Emphasis
Competitive Advantage
DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL MULTINATIONAL GLOBAL
local knowledge regional knowledge w/ select localization of global integration of
foreign experience management adapting product or service to
corp. goals to local benefit from standard
market market demands
TSP creates joint ventures for many of their projects. The partnerships it forms are often
with major financial institutions such as Citibank and Fuji Bank. This type of relationship
is advantageous because it merges an international developer (TSP) with international real
estate users and investors. In contrast, local developers are not as capable to utilize this
relationship. Large financial institutions may occasionally create relationships with local
developers for local ventures on an as need basis, but due to TSPs reputation for doing
large projects anywhere in the world, the larger institutions can easily benefit from repeat
business with TSP.
Few developers are able to exploit these opportunities as well as TSP. Partners at TSP
identified Gerald Hines and Tramwell Crow as the only two US developers that are their
competitors. In every region or country, however, TSP competes with local developers.
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TSP has created a good reputation and relationships with major lenders, therefore, it is
better positioned than others when competing against local developers.
TSP opens an office with local representatives and then proceeds to search for additional
business activities for that office.
"The greater opportunity is in the second project, by then you are up on the
learning curve. You then know the issues involved and the network of people who
can be beneficial to your cause. The Frankfurt office was our first German office;
from that we have obtained work in Berlin and have since established a Berlin
office. It is like an incubator approach." (Farley, 1993)
Additional business activity in each office allows TSP to amortize the costs of learning the
new market and the costs for opening an office in the new market over the two or more
additional business activities. Each additional activity in a certain market shares the costs
of being in that market. This decreases the overhead cost per venture and increases the
profit potential for each venture.
It could be argued that TSP is a global firm because it could use its relationships with the
large institutional banks to create ventures anywhere in the world. However, simply
because the partnership has global potential does not necessarily mean the individual firms
in the partnership are global. The form of relationship that TSP has with the major lenders
could be described as strategic alliances or global partnerships.
TSP has the characteristics of a multinational firm with respect to its competitive
advantage. The characteristic of TSP that reveals it as a multinational is TSP's strategy to
penetrate markets and to search for the most profitable deals independent of the benefits a
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deal may have for the firm as a whole. This is how Roth (1992) distinguishes between a
multinational firm and a global firm. TSP is characterized as multinational with respect to
its strategic advantage as indicated in the following row of the matrix:
DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL MULTINATIONAL GLOBAL
local knowledge regional knowledge w/ select localiaion of global integration of
foreign experience Managementadap tng product or service to
........ o obenefit from standard
V iarke market demands
Diversification
DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL MULTINATIONAL GLOBAL
Non-Diversifiers Diffused International Focused International Global Diversifiers
Diversifiers Diversifiers
TSP recognized early that the US office markets were beginning to become over saturated
with space. They made a direct effort to diversify both product and location to lessen
their exposure to risk.
"In 1985 it was obvious to people studying markets in the US that the markets
were becoming soft. We knew we had to do something different so we looked at
two different approaches; one was looking at diversifying our product out of
strictly offices and the second was to diversify location. When we decided to look
overseas I had familiarity in Asia. A Beijing joint venture with AMEX was the
first attempt. Unfortunately the Tiananmen Square incident occurred and we had
to halt the venture indefinitely." (Farley, 1993)
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Beijing was the first attempt to do business overseas, since then TSP has developed
property in Frankfurt and Berlin, Germany. There is no restriction to the location of a
venture only the prerequisites of future job possibilities.
"[With regard to searching for new ventures] the real profits are in the second
project. We look for an area that is rich with opportunities and has the possibilities
of doing a number of projects there so that when we set up an office and we can
amortize our overhead over a number of projects. We are relatively early in this
process but we are one of the few companies who are in the mode to do that."
(Farley 1993)
Vachani (1991) would label TSP as a Focused International Diversifier because TSP is
presently a strong regional firm with a low dispersion of activities across numerous
countries. Vachani (1991) would consider TSP a Global Diversifier if they successfully
expanded into a variety of countries such as Argentina, Germany, US and China for
example. TSP is a multinational firm with respect to its diversification as shown in the
following row of the matrix:
DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL MULTINATIONAL GLOBAL
Non-Diversifiers Diffused International Focused...... Internationa..Globa Diversifiers......
Diversifiers Diversifiers..
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Financial
DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL MULTINATIONAL GLOBAL
short term short term ROI long term ROI and strategically adjusted ROI by
cost focus penetration of markets product or service
"... our measure of success for a project is profitability, pure and simple." (Farley,
1993)
TSP's measure of success for any venture is its profitability. They would like to see a 2%
cash on cash return over the borrowed rate. Each venture is measured individually and if
it can fulfill this guideline it will be pursued. If a 2% cash on cash return is unobtainable
then they look to the future to predict a profitable return.
"Once the cash on cash returns for a project are less then the [borrowed] interest
rates then there must be other reasons to do the deal. We then look at basic
economic indicators and predict from the past " (Farley, 1993)
One aspect of TSP that sets them apart from their competitors is that when TSP develops
its properties it remains owner on a substantial portion of the property.
"[Our competition] develops and sells off all but a portion of its developments.
This is what distinguishes us from our competitors." (Farley, 1993)
The idea that each venture needs to be profitable goes against the notion that a global
company might accept losses in one region if there are benefits to the overall business
system (Porter, 1986). TSP is more closely defined as a multinational firm due to its focus
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on penetrating certain markets so to amortize out the costs of entering that market. That
along with its long term investment view once in the foreign markets characterizes TSP as
multinational firm as depicted in the following row of the matrix:
DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL MULTINATIONAL GLOBAL
short term short term ROI )oMg|t@tmiR id strategically adjusted ROI by
cost focus pe |t|ton f Imarfkes product or service
Perspective
Attitude and Constraints
DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL MULTINATIONAL GLOBAL
culture and language slow to modify focus is on business equidistant perspective of
differences are barriers business strategy and units business system
methods
"Our goal is to be profitable, not to globalize." (Farley, 1993)
Porter (1986) would consider this statement a multinational perspective because profit is
the focus, not potential additional benefits to the business system. The viewpoint at TSP
is not one of a global business system but rather a strong regional player expanding and
penetrating into foreign markets. This is what Roth (1992) characterizes as a
multinational company.
DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL
culture and language slow to modify business
differences are barriers strategy and methods
MULTINATIONAL GLOBAL
focus is on business equidistant perspective of
units business system
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I DOMESTIC 
INTERNATIONAL
Market Focus
DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL MULTINATIONAL GLOBAL
local local region w/ select homogeneous cultures and driven by maximizing
foreign experience economies returns to the business
system
To find new business TSP prospects a certain market and sends scouts there to perform
due diligence on certain aspects of the economy, law, financial markets, etc. Once they
find deals that seem profitable a top level management team reviews the deal for approval.
"[The approach we use in prospecting overseas] is we send someone into an area
to understand the politics, the economy and the markets. We then sift through the
deals until we find one we like." (Farley, 1993)
Their focus is where other firms are not looking. This is how they are able to minimize
competition as they generate additional work within a certain market.
"We are deliberately not focusing [on new markets] where other development
firms are." (Farley, 1993)
TSP's focus tends to be driven by finding the best deal for the company. This is what
Reich (1991) considers a Global firm with respect to its market focus.
DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL MULTINATIONAL GLOBAL
local local region w/ select homogeneous cultures and driven by maximizing return
foreign experience economies to business system
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Structure
Management Experience
DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL MULTINATIONAL GLOBAL
local local w/ select foreign local managers country neutral - global
experience generalists
TSP believes that it is important to learn the language and culture of any foreign market.
The experience of the employees at TSP is a learned knowledge created by their travels
during the market study process. Each new office is run by a local representative which in
turn enhances the "international" aspect of the overall TSP management staff.
"We believe that learning the language and hiring ethnics to manage new offices is
important. This helps us learn the culture." (Farley, 1993)
This is an example of what Roth (1992) refers to as localization of management. This
structure has local culture represented in its management and is flexible to allow corporate
goals to be "translated" to fit the needs of the local market. TSP is a Multinational firm
with respect to its management experience.
DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL MULTINATIONAL GLOBAL
local local w/ select foreign loaal ncountry neutral - global
experience generalists
Decision Making
DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL MULTINATIONAL GLOBAL
autocratic less hierarchical and pyramid structure with decentralized and non-
autocratic than autonomous business units hierarchical
Domestic
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TSP is a relatively small company made up of 12 managing directors and 20 partners
worldwide. It is the 12 managing directors who create the policy for the company.
"Once we find [a deal] we like we have a gang in top management review and
hopefully make the deal. Once we have a signed deal we establish an office there."
(Farley, 1993)
This describes TSP's decision making process as pyramidal. This is a good example of a
top down management style; higher management approval is required prior to pursuing a
goal of the corporation. This characterizes this firm as a Multinational firm.
DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL MULTINATIONAL GLOBAL
autocratic less hierarchical and p id decentralized and non-
autocratic than autonomous usiesit hierarchical
Domestic
TSP's Level of Globalization Matrix
This thesis has determined TSP to be a multinational firm with certain traits of a global
firm. The determination of a firms global extent is not necessarily clear cut. Often
companies will have characteristics that are multinational with respect to financial focus
and global with respect to diversification or visa versa. Figure Six reveals that most
characteristics of TSP are multinational with the exception of its market focus. TSP has
made a clear effort to expand its resources outside its home market in order to gain
greater ventures and position itself better for the future because there are few ventures in
their home market.
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Figure Six: LEVEL OF GLOBALIZATION MATRIX: Tishman Speyer Properties
DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL MULTINATIONAL GLOBAL
Strategic Emphasis _
Competitive local knowledge regional knowledge w/ lo$.J $$$t$$%* % global integration of product
Advantage select foreign experience or service to benefit from
'"W W ' ... ............. ........ standard market demands
Diversification Non-Diversifiers Diffused International oue.ttn . Global Diversifiers
Diversifiers r _________
Financial short term short term ROI 4em R I bnd strategically adjusted ROI
.cost focus .ar.e.. .. by product or service
Perspective _
Attitudes / culture and language slow to modify business i equidistant perspective of
Constraints differences are barriers strategy and methods business system
Market Focus local local region w/ select homogeneous cultures and ddven by miiz.ing
foreign experience economies company performance
Structure
Mgmt experience local local w/ select foreign local managers, .......... country neutral - global
experience generalists
Decision Making autocratic less hierarchical and pyramid cture with decentralized and non-
autocratic than Domestic autonomous bumness units hierarchical
Jones Lang Wootton
Jones Lang Wootton is a full service real estate investment manager and service provider.
Originally founded in London in 1783, it began opening other offices outside of the UK
during the mid 1950s. They currently have over 3500 employees in over sixty offices
representing twenty countries throughout Europe, North America and the Asia Pacific.
Services they provide include investment and financial services,
asset management, market research and analysis, valuation,
valuation, corporate real estate services and leasing.
property
project
management,
management,
Strategic Emphasis
Competitive Advantage
DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL MULTINATIONAL GLOBAL
local knowledge regional knowledge w/ select localization of global integration of
foreign experience management adapting product or service to
corp. goals to local benefit from standard
market market demands
Jones Lang Wootton's competitive advantage is its local presence in many international
markets. Having offices in so many countries provides a resource of knowledge for the
other offices on foreign markets. Using today's communication technology, JLW is able
to access information on foreign real estate markets instantaneously from their foreign
offices. This creates an advantage over other, less global real estate firms who do not
readily have available the access to this vast array of information.
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For example, as corporations look to expand from the US markets into foreign markets,
they can use JLW as a resource to help them with their real estate needs. JLW will
contact the JLW office in whatever market the corporation is interested in and gather the
necessary information.
"The multinational companies have space needs all over the world and they have a
need to rationalize their program. JLW is able to find space anywhere, we have
staff knowledgeable of office space anywhere in the world so we are able to use
our knowledge to help them out." (Grossman, 1993)
This global presence creates a larger pool of potential clients for JLW. It also provides a
reason for local corporations, those with future plans of foreign expansion, to use JLW as
a local resource with the hope of building a relationship for future business. This creates
the uniqueness for JLW and provides them with a competitive advantage over local firms.
JLW has localization of management but it also is capable of integrating its service across
markets. These characteristics are similar to what Roth (1992) uses to describe a
multinational firm and what Ghoshal (1987) uses to describe a global firm. For the
purpose of this thesis JLW will be considered a global firm with respect to its competitive
advantage.
DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL MULTINATIONAL GLOBAL
local knowledge regional knowledge w/ select localization of global integration of
foreign experience management adapting product or service to
corp. goals to local benefit from. standard
market m~arket demands
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Diversification
DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL MULTINATIONAL GLOBAL
Non-Diversifiers Diffused International Focused International Global Diversifiers
Diversifiers Diversifiers I
JLW has offices in over 30 countries from Indonesia to the Republic of Ireland. Examples
of Jones Lang Woottons' services include; acquisition of the largest indoor shopping
center in Central London (23,500m 2 or 250,000 sf) for an investor client, sole leasing
agent for the largest CBD development in Hong Kong (2.7 ha or 6.6 ac), development
consultant for the largest commercial development outside a capital city CBD in Sydney,
Australia, and selling agent for a landmark office tower in Munich, Germany. JLW is a
serious player in every major market (Europe, North America and Asia) utilizing a
heterogeneous mix of cultures and economies.
Vachanis (1991) viewpoint of JLW would be that it is truly a Global Diversifier because it
has business activities in an eclectic mix of cultures and economies. There is no country or
culture that dominates in any business activity.
JLW views the world as a potential opportunity for investment of new activities. There is
no limit to locating new JLW offices or business. The idea that there must be a business
need prior to expanding into a new country is not a limitation but simply a prerequisite.
JLW is global with respect to diversification.
DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL MULTINATIONAL GLOBAL
Non-Diversifiers Diffused International Focused International bDiversifiers
D iversifiers D iversifiers .......... ...........
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Financial
DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL MULTINATIONAL GLOBAL
short term short term ROI long term ROI and strategically adjusted ROI
cost focus penetration of markets by product or service- -
JLW does not have a standard hurdle rate for returns from opening a new office. They
view each office investment individually and continually.
"The Tokyo office, for example, has done precious little business the last couple of
years because the Japanese are not doing [many real estate deals]. However,
Tokyo is one of the world's largest capital markets and we do not want to pack up
and go home. JLW has a long term view for investing in the Tokyo office. There
are other benefits which cause us to stay not just financial." (Grossman, 1993)
JLW views each new office as an investment in a new market. They will accept different
risks and returns from a specific office, based on other benefits that the new office may
have for the whole corporation.
JLW's view of the Tokyo office is a clear example of Porter's (1986) characteristic of a
global firm. He describes a global firm by many characteristics, one of which is
willingness to view business units as part of the overall business system not strictly based
on individually returns. JLW views the Tokyo office not as a profit center but as an
important part of the whole business system. JLW is global with respect to financial
strategic emphasis.
DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL MULTINATIONAL GLOBAL
short term short term ROI long term ROI and strategically adjusted ROI by
cost focus penetration of markets product or servie 7
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Perspective
Attitude and Constraints
DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL MULTINATIONAL GLOBAL
culture and language slow to modify focus is on business equidistant perspective
differences are barriers business strategy and units of business system
methods
JLW views each office based on its benefit to the entire organization.
"...we do not want to pack up and go home. What would the Japanese think?
Would they regard that as JLW's lack of commitment to their market? So we hold
on to that office and split the costs between JLW UK, JLW US and JLW AU."
(Grossman, 1993)
The previous quote discussing the Tokyo office and its' overall benefit to JLW is an
example of a business system view not a business unit view.
"There is a common sense of standards among the JLW offices. When I am in a
JLW office in Brussels I know what the employees are working on. I can walk
around the office and feel at home."
This exemplifies the notion of an equidistant perspective. The work and character of any
JLW office is consistent with all others.
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JLW has two characteristics that enhance its definition as a global firm. The first is its'
view of each offices benefit to the business system and he second is its' consistency
between office.
DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL MULTINATIONAL GLOBAL
culture and language slow to modify focus is on business q
differences are barriers business strategy and units fbusinessstm
methods ........
Market Focus
DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL MULTINATIONAL GLOBAL
local local region w/ select homogeneous cultures and driven by maximizing
foreign experience economies company performance
JLW will not open an office in a foreign market on speculation that there will be a future
demand for their services, the demand has to be occurring prior to the opening.
"Multinational corporations need corporate real estate services. We first find a
need and then follow it into any country. Mexico, for example, has many
multinational corporations looking to open facilities there and we have a sense that
the local market is under served by experienced knowledgeable local talent and,
therefore, there should be an opportunity for us." (Grossman, 1993)
JLW has no predetermined limitations on doing business in any other country simply to
expand its profit and knowledge; Robert Reich (1991) defines this as a global firm. The
more markets JLW penetrates the more knowledgeable they are about different markets.
This is what Porter (1986) refers to as benefiting from economies of scale. JLW is global
with respect to its market focus.
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DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL MULTINATIONAL GLOBAL
local local region w/ select homogeneous cultures and driven by maximizing
foreign experience economies company performance
Structure
Management Experience
DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL MULTINATIONAL GLOBAL
local local w/ select foreign local managers country neutral - global
experience generalists
JLW opens each foreign office with a JLW employee from another location (generally
London). After some time local employees are hired and eventually British investments
recedes and local partners take on a majority of ownership. This method of opening new
offices provides for an internationally diverse work force within the business system by
allowing locals from many countries to be partners in the organization.
"When we begin a new office, someone from London takes up residence and starts
the new office. Locals are eventually hired and the British influence diminishes
over time. It might be unfair to say the influence on the new office is strictly
British because the British are simultaneously affected by the cultures they expand
into." (Grossman, 1993)
Although new offices are often opened by professionals from the London office, there is
no sense that one culture or country is dominant within any business unit. In other words,
the British are effected by the cultures and experiences that they open offices in similar to
the way that new offices are effected by the British.
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New offices are opened in other countries once a need for JLW services has been
established and work is ongoing. The only limitations are that perspective clients must be
there first and be needing real estate services.
Communication between offices is necessary to ensure that the cultures and experiences in
one market are shared with other offices. This ability helps creates an internationally
knowledgeable workforce. Robert Reich (1991) says that mangers should conduct their
business as "corporate citizens of the world". Although JLW generally opens new offices
with partners from London they are global because they turn the management of the office
over to the local employees. This process allows JLW International to benefit by
accepting local partners who learn the JLW methods and who understand the culture of
the market they are operating in. This creates an ever growing resource of foreign
experience for the other offices to have access to. JLW is global with respect to the
management experience.
DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL MULTINATIONAL GLOBAL
local local w/ select foreign local managers country nAeutra - global
expenence generalists
Decision Making
DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL MULTINATIONAL GLOBAL
autocratic less hierarchical and pyramid structure with decentralized and non-
autocratic than autonomous business units hierarchical
Domestic
Each JLW office is independently run. Standard methods of practice are originated by the
partner who opens the office and are also set in a document called the International Code
of Conduct. There is no parent company, JLW is a series of interlocking partnerships with
each partner owning a portion of the firm. JLW International is an informal group of
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existing JLW partners who oversee each office to ensure proper conduct by each office
but each office is managed independently.
"Once you have established what you are trying to do, which is first class agency
work, and you have people who share the same objective, [the quality and type of
work] don't become an issue." (Grossman, 1993)
Each JLW is managed independently of other offices. It is JLW International's
responsibility to oversee business activities and to ensure they are proper. It is each
offices responsibility to follow a proper performance as they pursue work. McClenahen
(1991), Chakravarthy and Perlmutter (1985) would view JLW as a global firm because of
the non-hierarchical network of offices. This characteristic allows JLW to be considered a
global firm with respect to decision making.
DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL MULTINATIONAL GLOBAL
autocratic less hierarchical and pyramid structure with decentralized and non-
autocratic than autonomous business units hierarchical
Domestic
JLWs Level of Globalization Matrix
Figure Seven shows the extent of JLW's globalization. JLW is truly a global firm from the
perspective of the authors referenced in Chapter II.
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Figure Seven: LEVEL OF GLOBALIZA TION MATRIX: Jones Lang Wootton
DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL MULTINATIONAL GLOBAL
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CHAPTER IV
Conclusion
...the world has changed... external realities require internal changes.
(Thurow, 1992, p. 224)
Being global is trendy, but are corporations that claim to be global truly global? As new
foreign markets are becoming available for business opportunities, corporations are
jumping at the chance to capitalize on the untapped opportunities there. It is often after
one or two foreign business experiences that a firm begins to be labeled as a global firm.
There are certain characteristics that are commonly seen as specific traits of a Global firm.
This thesis identifies these characteristics and uses them to create the Level of
Globalization Matrix. This matrix is used as a tool to analyze the extent of globalization
of a firm. The matrix utilizes noted authors' characteristics of Domestic, International,
Multinational and Global firms to determin the extent of globalization.
ANALYSIS REVIEW
This thesis focuses on two real estate firms as examples of companies in the globalization
process. Each firm represents two distinct levels of globalization. TSP is on the forefront
of development firms who are beginning to search for foreign opportunities while JLW has
been expanding its real estate services into foreign markets for over 30 years.
The analysis reveals that TSP has begun to acquire some of the characteristics of a global
firm while still maintaining a multinational status. TSP focused its business activities on
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regional ventures prior to 1985, since then it has attempted to and succeeded in expanding
into foreign markets. Figure Six in Chapter III reveals TSP as a multinational real estate
company with some global characteristics.
JLW is a global firm. It has all the qualities that the referenced authors determine to be
global characteristics. JLW's business activities are worldwide and their management
structure is capable of adapting to expansion into different markets. Figure Seven in
Chapter III reveals JLW as a true global real estate firm.
CONCLUSIONS
There is a difference between global, multinational, international and domestic firms. The
label of a firm is often used without understanding the label's actual definition. This thesis
collects ideas and theories from noted authors to distinguish between each type of firm.
This differentiation is demonstrated in Figure Eight, the Level of Globalization Matrix.
Firms that are considered global are not always truly global. Global firms are quite
different from Multinational firms which are quite different from International and
Domestic firms. It seems, however, that these distinctions are not well known. Many
publications (The Global Approach, Real Estate Review, 1990, Following the Global
Property Men's Star, The Economist, 1988, Going Global: One Company's Road to
International Markets, The Journal of Business Strategy, 1989) use the term "global"
loosely, without understanding its true meaning.
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Figure Eight: LEVEL OF GLOBALIZATION MATRIX
DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL MULTINATIONAL GLOBAL
Strategic Emphasis
Competitive Advantage local knowledge regional knowledge w/ localization of management global integration of product
select foreign experience adapting corp. goals to local or service to benefit from
market standard market demands
Diversification Non-Diversifiers Diffused International Focused International Global Diversifiers
Diversifiers Diversifiers
Financial short term short term ROT long term ROI and penetration of strategically adjusted ROI
cost focus markets by product or service
Perspective
Attitudes / culture and language slow to modify business focus is on business units equidistant perspective of
Constraints differences are barriers strategy and methods business system
Market Focus local local region w/ select homogeneous cultures and driven by maximizing
foreign experience economies company performance
Structure
Mgmt experience local local w/ select foreign local managers country neutral - global
experience _generalists
Decision Making autocratic less hierarchical and pyramid structure with decentralized and non-
autocratic than Domestic autonomous business units hierarchical
Real estate firms can be global firms, however, it is not necessary to be a global firm to
benefit from expanding into foreign markets. TSP is shown in this thesis as a multinational
firm. TSP is successful in its attempts to capitalize on foreign opportunities without being
a true global firm. Each level of the globalization matrix is not a stepping stone for the
next, it is proven, however, that there are strategic, perspective and organizational
uniquenesses that create benefits for firms of each level.
SUMMARY
It is not every company's goal to become a global company, nor should it be. In fact,
some companies may find it detrimental to jump into the global process without a clear
business reason and strategy. If a Domestic firm decides to do business in a number of
countries just to appear more "dazzling", they are unlikely to be prepared for the
differences in cultures, languages or economies of the new countries.
"Planting a flag in a number of countries just to create an impressive brochure is a
quick way to go broke." (Farley, 1993)
It is important to understand that as a firm expands into foreign markets it must be able to
adapt in a variety of ways to be responsive in the new market. A constant reexamining of
a firm's strategic emphasis, perspective of new markets and organizational structure is
needed to accomplish this.
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ADDITIONAL RESEARCH
TSP is a principal developer / investor in foreign real estate and JLW is a real estate
consultant. Further research on similar types of firms could be done and compared to
these case studies to understand the extent of globalization within real estate industry
segments.
A longitudinal study could also be done to determine if the Level of Globalization Matrix
represents a progressive development; for example, a firm must be international before
becoming multinational; etc. Studying domestic firms as they enter into the globalization
process would provide the data necessary to determine if the Level of Globalization
Matrix is a linear and sequential process.
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APPENDIX A
Classification of International Geographic Diversification Strategy
Sushil Vachani (1991) of Boston University argued it is important to determine the global
character of a firm by the geographic diversification of its activities. He points to
numerous studies (Rugman, 1976, 1979, Hirsch and Lev 1971, Miller and Pras, 1980) that
found a correlation between global diversification and profit stability of a firm.
Classification of International Geographic Diversification Strategy
Related International Unrelated International
Geographic Diversification Geographic Diversification
'gThgh Global Diversifiers Focused International
Diversifiers
Low Diffused International International Non-Diversifiers
Diversifiers
Vachani distinguishes between two types of international geographic diversification:
related and unrelated. Related international diversification is a dispersion of business
activities across a homogeneous cluster of countries. For example, selling video cassettes
in Korea, Japan and China. Unrelated international geographic diversification is a
dispersion of business activities across heterogeneous countries. Selling video cassettes in
Italy, Australia, Korea and Canada. He uses these components to classify multinational
firms into four categories, Global Diversifiers, Focused International Diversifiers, Diffused
International Diversifiers and Non-Diversifiers.
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Distinguishing between related and unrelated geographic diversification is needed in order
to recognize the potential of earning greater profits. The greater profits are created by the
use of intangible assets, and the reduction in the costs of management due to exploiting
the similarities and differences among the physical and cultural proximity's from the
countries a firm operates in.
The Global Diversifiers and Focused International Diversifiers delight in similar rewards
from high related international geographic diversification. These include being able to
transfer knowledge from developed markets to less developed markets as the less
developed market matures. The Global Diversifiers enjoy a higher profit growth than the
Focused International Diversifiers due to less risk associated with the heterogeneous mix
of countries and economies.
Global Diversifiers and Diffused International Diversifiers enjoy similar benefits in risk
reduction from the high unrelated international geographic diversification. However,
Global Diversifiers receive additional advantages and greater profits from the high related
international geographic diversification.
Related international geographic diversification has advantages due to "lower coordination
costs, lower operational complexity and spill-over effects." These contribute more to
profit than unrelated international geographic diversifiers. Therefore, Vachani
hypothesizes, Focused International Diversifiers can be expected to have higher profit
levels than Diffused International Diversifiers.
Vachani goes on to state that the most stable profitable firm from this matrix are those that
are true Global Diversifiers. The scope of the firms activities are strong not only in
homogeneous regions but also across many different regions around the world.
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Appendix B
Company Questions
1. What is Xcompany's definition of Globalization?
2. Why did Xcompany decide to go international?
3. What type of strategy has Xcompany used in going into other countries?
4. Does Xcompany have any strengths that provide an advantage in the international
development industry?
5. What were the initial costs and barriers of doing international projects (perceived and
actual)?
6. Has the international experience been successful?
7. How is success of the international ventures measured?
8. Did entry into the international markets have the expected benefits?
9. Were there any unexpected benefits, pitfalls?
10. Who are Xcompany's competitors?
11. Does Xcompany utilize local expertise on international ventures, if so how?
12. Does Xcompany consider market needs to be standard worldwide? If so what are
they? If not how does Xcompany determine markets to enter?
13. How is Xcompany structured to enable successful ventures in numerous nations?
14. What is Xcompany's future plan for expansion in foreign markets?
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